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Note to the reader:
This tale is written with the purpose to entertain children exploiting some elements peculiar to Conan Doyle
‘s writing (the diary form, the art of deduction, quirks and attitudes of the two main characters that might
remind of Sherlock and Watson).
But we have also tried to combine the “Britishness” of our couple of cats with our local reality, blending hints
of literature, architecture, history and legend, in the hope of arising some curiosity about our lovely town,
Trani.
We chose “Dyslexie” font to allow more inclusiveness.

We wish to thank our Art teacher for the lovely pictures.
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From Leo Dotson’s diary, October 1890.
We were just back from an exhausting adventure to solve a difficult murder case when my
friend, the detective Felix Scones, announced:
«We are leaving, my dear Dotson, we deserve a holiday! Our destination is the South of Italy…..
Sun, sea, art, culture and excellent food! I think I won’t regret tea and scones with clotted cream,
my favourite.» ( sweet little cakes with thick cream) And he licked his whiskers.
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I was surprised at my friend’s decision; it’s been years since he went on holiday. He was always
involved in misteries and crimes to solve, in 1890s foggy London, and he was definitely the best.
Felix Scones was aware of his own ability to investigate and to deduct facts from evidence. He
didn’t let any trivial detail slip and, from that one, he was able to find the culprit.
He had a few passions, but wild: he adored scones, he wore in a smart dandy style, he never
was without his turnip pocket watch in his waistcoat, he loved the architecture of old castles as
well as Shakefear’s theatre. In fact he had a very precious collection of Shakefear’s works in his
study (which is our home, too) in Faker street.
I’ve always been his friend and that’s why I let him drag me into dangerous and unexpected
adventures so I could help him whenever he got in trouble. I followed him willingly since I
admired him to the point of standing his manias and oddities.
So back to our trip. We arrived in Apulia after a three-week tiresome journey and several stops
in wonderful Italian art cities. The first stop in this area was in the little town, Trani, that Felix
chose intentionally because he wanted to visit its famous Cathedral on the sea and its popular
Swabian Castle; he had so much heard of it at the exclusive club for male cats, The Conform
Club.
This medieval castle was ordered by Frederick II of Swabia in the 13th century and rises by the
sea with its four square towers and its moat, near the amazing Romanesque cathedral,
prominent by the sea, too.
Once put up in the family guesthouse “Da Musetta”, we started our tour in a carriage drawn by a
powerful black horse and, going past the natural, picturesque harbour and taking the narrow
streets of the Jewish quarter, we got to the Swabian castle.
Scones was excited about visiting the castle and even more when, after getting through the
bridge and the big front door, he noticed a poster saying: This evening “Shakefear at the castle”
travelling show.
«Great, Dotson, two birds with one stone!» exclaimed Felix Scones.
You can’t imagine the joy of my friend who could enjoy both his passions at the same time: the
castle and his beloved Shakefear.
We were thinking so, when we were welcomed warmly by the director of the castle Mr Gino
Forma and his wife Mrs Tina Cacio. They both had recognized the famous detective Felix
Scones and wanted to do the honours personally. He was an obese and jolly mouse, she was
an elegant, posh, thin she-mouse who didn’t miss the chance to tell Scones that she loved to
play and that she would have been a great actress if she hadn’t got married to Gino Forma. And
soon she gave us one of her pictures as “Lady Duckbeth” with her autograph on it.
They took us around the magnificent castle,we went up to the towers and down to the dungeons;
Scones admired every single detail, made questions about the history of the castle and took
notes on his travel notebook. Once finished the tour of the castle, the director invited us to come
back in the evening to watch the play; we were his guests. And so we turned up at the agreed
time.
The castle by night looked more sinister and mysterious. By torchlight, in the hall, we felt like
being back in time, in the Middle Ages. The director Forma led us and the other spectators to the
room where the tragedy “Damnlet” would take place.
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The play began and the actors were greeted with loud applauses but, at the moment of scene
when Damnlet was going to kill his uncle, the betrayer, we heard a long rattling noise so
deafening that we all had our paws on our ears! The performance was interrupted. The director
couldn’t explain what had happened and, after apologizing for the event, he invited everybody to
come back the next day.
On the way back home, in our coach, Scones, who was lost in his thoughts and hadn’t uttered a
word for a long time, said to me: «Dotson, I couldn’t help noticing Mrs Cacio Tina’s dress…»
To be honest, it looked to me like any other dress… but, you know, it isn’t easy to be in step with
Scones’ considerations!
The following day, I got back from a little tour in town and I found Scones who was enjoying a
delicious Italian breakfast and reading a newspaper. I told him that there were rumours in the
streets about the return of the ghost at the castle who had shown himself through those queer
noises. Skeptical and pragmatic by nature, Scones said: «There, there, Dotson… aren’t you
going to believe in such stories?». And again, he buried himself in reading.
In the evening we went back to the castle for the repeat of the play, as agreed with director
Forma. The atmosphere was even gloomier than the previous night but the director did
everything to welcome the audience with pleasantness and to put them at ease. «This time you’ll
enjoy this fantastic show till the end» he promised. Indeed everything seemed to run smoothly
but, while we were in the main courtyard watching the scene of Damnlet’s feigned madness,
through the merlons of the castle a ghostly shape appeared… Needless to say, my fur bristled
head to tail, and my voice trailed away for the fright. The ghost moved slowly up along the
corridor between the towers; she stopped for a moment to look down at us. She looked like a
young light-skinned lady with long black hair and intense blue eyes. Then she continued her way
floating in her grey cloak and disappeared. Once again the audience panicked and the show
was suspended. The director didn’t know what to say anymore and how to apologize but he
begged us to come back the following day, hoping everything would go smoothly. I turned
towards Felix Scones to comment on this fact but he had faded into the crowd to look for an
explanation to the event. He joined me twenty minutes later to go away and, along the way, in
our carriage, he had an absorbed expression as if he was working out a theory. – One of those
moments when it was better not to bother him. - I thought.
We went to bed rather upset, but, before saying goodnight, Scones said: «I’m going to find out
what is hidden behind these facts and a presumed ghost won’t stop me!»
We were back to the castle the day after; that night it was cold, there was a rough sea and from
a distance lightnings foreran a rainstorm.
This time the director welcomed us in a very anxious state because he was afraid that new
phenomena might happen and scare the spectators forever. They would never come back. The
theatre company had threatened to leave if the play was interrupted once again. The show
finally began, the audience got involved in the characters’ vicissitudes and forgot fears and
superstitions.
We entered into the throne room where there would take place the final scene of Damnlet’s
revenge, when, all of a sudden, we were paralysed with fright… The hall was dark but, on the
wall in front of us, two torches lighted a huge red writing and blood was streaming from its
letters: “The ruins you see gave me back life.” And it was signed: “Sifridina 1279”. Around us, all
hell broke loose: the crowd was screaming and running, trying to find the way out. The troupe
of actors were upset too and the director’s nerves were strained to breaking point.
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While trying to make her husband come round, Mrs Cacio Tina explained that Sifridina was the
Countess of Caserta who lived in 13th century and was imprisoned in the castle (where she died)
because she had plotted against the Angevins. This interesting story didn’t convince Felix
Scones who left for a few minutes in order to have a close look at the ominous writing.
When he got back he asked Mr Forma Gino (who had come round in the meanwhile) to gather
the company and all the people in the castle, himself and his wife included, in the “Peacocks’
room”, upstairs, in the south-west tower.
And, there, he commenced: «Well, we got together because I’m glad to inform you that there
isn’t any ghost or spirit haunting this castle! The one responsible for all this put-on is here
among us and now we want a full explanation of this matter».
The people in the room looked at one another with suspicion. Mrs Cacio interjected as if on a
stage: «But that’s incredible! Who might that be, Mr Scones?».
«It’s you, my dear lady!» answered Scones firmly.
«What are you saying?!» yelled Mrs Cacio, flattering her fan nervously.
«You know, I examined carefully some facts that made me reach such conclusion: first, I noticed
your absence during the three performances; you always got there at the end and you were
always in a hurry. Then, on the first day your beautiful clean dress got dirty with rust as if you
had handled scrap iron and old chains to cause those rumbling, deafening noises. On the
second day I retraced the ramparts of the castle, exactly where “the ghost of Sifridina” had
appeared, but I couldn’ help observing that there was a lot of footprints on the floor matching
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with your tiny paws’ size; and ghosts do not leave footprints! And finally, today, getting closer to
the writing on the wall I smelled a strong varnish smell; moreover I compared that writing with
your autograph on the photo you gave us, boasting about your talent as an actress, and I saw
they’re identical. I needn’t add anything else, I suppose…. And now it’s up to you to explain the
reasons of all this mess».
Poor Cacio Tina couldn’t deny her guilt and bursting into tears she confessed that she wanted to
avenge herself on her husband for forcing her to give up acting and pushing her in the
background just to play devote wife. She went on and on begging for forgiveness to her
husband and to the actors’ company for having spoiled the show.
But Mr Gino, feeling a bit responsible for it, embraced and forgave her; the theatre manager,
who was moved by her tears, offered her a little role in his next play.
So, all’s well that ends well; my friend Felix and I decided it was time to leave for rainy London
where, at last, we would relax in our worn out armchairs in Faker street, drinking tea and
enjoying tons of scones with clotted cream!
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